
Multiply.
70. 7(x + 3)
74. 3n(n + 5)

7t. 5(y - 4)
75. -4t(3 - 2t)

72. -3(n - 2)
76. 6k(2k - 7)

(,1-5, ,l-6)

73. -8(l + 4m)
77. -5h(8h + 3)

79.

81.

78.

80.

9a(a2-3a-4)

lcqc2_ 3cd+9d2)

(m+4)(m+2)
(5x-2)(x+7)
(u+3)(u2+2ut5\

-5b2(3b2-zb+6)

!ru'1tor' - 4uv-t 8v2)

82.
85.
88.

83. (n - 3)(n + 5)
86. @y - 2)(3y - r)
89. (v - lX3v2 * 4v -t 1)

84. (a - 6)(a - 1)
87. (6m + 4)(5m + 3)
90. (3c-5)(2c2 -c*8)

94, 3mz - 4mn I nz
5m*n

(4-7)

97. A: !UU, * b2); b'

100. S:(n- 2)180;l
r03. r : *t,

(]-8)

(4-9)

Solve the given formula for the variable shown in color. State the restrictions,
if any, for the formula obtained to be meaningful.

91. 7x - 4y
3x-2y

.sl. A -- top; ,,

98.),:mxIb;lt
l0l. F -- tc + zz: r

92. 5a - 8b
4a* b

93, e2+ef +f2
e +.f

e6.v:!nn;r,
99.A=rrz:r

102. P: -l-: .rl+rt

Solve. Use a chart to help you solve the problem.
104. Two buses leave a depot at the same time, one traveling north and the

other south. The speed of the northbound bus is 15 mi/h greater than the
speed of the southbound bus. After 3 h on the road, the buses are 255 mi
apart. What are their speeds?

105. Exactly l0 min after Alex left his grandparents' house, his cousin Alison
set out from there to overtake him. Alex drives at 36 mi/h. Alison drives
at 40 mi/h. How long did it take Alison to overtake Alex?

106. A plane flew from the Sky City airport to the Plainsville airport at
800 km/h and then returned to Sky City at 900 km/h. The return trip took
30 min less than the flight to Plainsville. How far apart are the airports
and how long did the trip to Plainsville take?

107. A poster is three times as long as it is wide. It is framed by a mat such
that there is a 4 in. border around the poster. Find the dimensions of the- . poster if the area of the mat is 488 in2.

108. 4 square piece of remnant material is on sale. A rectangular piece of the
(ame material, whose length is I yd longer than a side of the square and
whose width is f VO shorter than a side of the square, is also on sale. If
the square and the rectangle have the same area and you purchase both
remnants, how much material will you get?
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